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We prove the following resulk every recursively enumerable set approximated by fmite sets 
of some set M of recursively enumerable sets with index set in lZ, is an element of M, pro$ed 
that the finite sets in M are canonically enumerable. If both the Iinite sets in M and in M q 
canonically enumerable, then the index set of M is in X2 n II, if ed only if M cw&sts exactly 
of the sets approximated by 6niE sets of A4 aad the complement M ensists exactly of the sets 
approximated by finite se& of M. Under the .wne condition M or M has a non-eqty subset 
with recursively enumerable index set, if the index set of M is in &n I’&. 
If the finite sets in M are canonically enumerable, then the following three statements are 
equivalent: (i) the index set of M is in ;rZ\&, (ii) the index set of M is &somplet_e, (iii) the 
indexsetofMisin~2BIIdSOmesequenoeoffinitesetsinMapproximateasetiaM. 
Finally, for every n a2, an index set in &\I& is presented which is not &*mplete. 
The well known theorems of Rice and Rice-Shapiro [9] characterize sets of 
indices (index sets) of sets of partial recursive (p.r.) functions located in & and 
&. An index set is the set of all ‘programs’ computing the functions of the given 
set. Up to now there has been no such characterization for higher steps in the 
arithmetical hierarchy. The interest in studying index sets located on higher steps 
of the hierarchy- especially between & n I& and & n l&-is motivated by 
results related to the inductive inference problem. It can be shown that any 
identifiable function set is included in an identifiable function set with index set in 
& n I& [2], [3]. Thus, there is an obvious desire to get more informations about 
function sets with index sets in & n I&. None of the identifiable sets can include 
the whole set of recursive functions (Gold [4]). Moreover with the help of Gold’s 
result and the Rice-Shapiro theorem it can be shown that no identiable set can 
include a non-empty subset with index set in &; hence no non-empty function set 
with index set in & is identifiable [3]. 
We want to present three results on this topic: every recursively enumerable 
(r.e.) set approximated by finite sets of some set M of r.e. sets with index set in 
I& is an element of M, provided that the finite sets in A4 are caL1oI9icaLIy 
enumerable. If both the fkite sets in M and in & are canonically enumerable, 
then the index set of M is in & n l& if and only if M consists exactly of the sets 
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approximated by finite sets of M and the complement fi consists exactly of the 
s& approximated by finite sets of A& Under the same condition M or * has a 
ww-empty subset witi r.e. index set, if the index set of M is in X2 n I?*. 
mre we investigate &completeness of index sets. The relation 
intuitive simplicity of de&.&ion and completeness or non-completeness 
of arithmetical sets is a problem not fully understood [9, p. 330). Ahnost all index 
sets studied in the past have been proved to be &complete or &complete. The 
qrestion of completeness of index sets has been further discus& by D. E. Miller. 
He sbows in [B] that every naturally dewed class of sets includes an index set 
which is l-complete for that class and that every index set is l-complete for some 
defmed class, where ‘naturally defined’ is formalized as ‘effective 
Aam& to Rice’s theorem (or, more precisely, its proof as given in Rogers 
every non-triviai index set in XI is &-complete. Assuming that the Enite sets 
are canonically r-e., we shall show, that the following three statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) The index set of M is in &\I&. 
(ii) The index set of M is &complete. 
(iii) The index set of M is in & and some sequence of f&e sets in M 
approximateasetii4. 
If we drop the assumption that the finite sets in M are canonically r.e., then 
such a characterixation seems to be rather dif6cult. This is indicated by the fact 
that there are index sets in &\I& which are not complete on that level of the 
arithmeticaI hierarchy. Using the result of Yates [lo] that {z 1 Wz=*A} is 
~$complete, Rogers [9] presents an index set in &\I& which is not &- 
amplete, choosing an appropriate A. This example is easily modified to provide 
for all n > 1 examples of index sets in &\l& which are not C,+zomplete: let A be 
tbc well-known example (due to Lachlan and Sacks, see e.g. Theorem H-XXVI 
of [9]) of an r.e. set satisfying 8’“’ c~A(‘%~@@+~) for all n. As remarked ‘m 
Theorem 5.2 of [5] {i 1 l3$ n B’ +e) is Xr-mplete for all sets 8; hena for all 
n 3 1, Cn = {i 1 I& f7AtmJ # 0} =,A(@ is an example of an index set which is in 
Zm+I\l&+I but not &+I-complete. 
In the last part of this pper we provide other exampies of index sets on every 
level X of the arithmetical hierarchy which are not complete on that level. The 
examples are ‘complementary’ to the examples above in that they have the form 
{i 1 M( c S} while the above examples have form {i I M$& S}. 
deiidions 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts and results of 
recursion theory [9]. We adopt the notations of [9]; in particular an acceptable 
eration of the unary p.r. functions is denoted by (#&,. For any given &, w 
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is the domain of & (dom(ej) = I+$). W” m i tsthesetofallx(withrespecttoafixed 
dovetailing procedure) occurring within the first n steps of the enumeration of N 
(depending on the index i). The notation transfers to the relativixed theory by 
indexing with the oracle (#, W?, Wp). If M is a set of r.e. sets, then 
Ind(M) = (i I#+ E M} is the index set of M. 
The fmite set with canonical index x is D, [9J. Suppose a set M of r.e. sets is 
given. The finite sets in M are cmmiuzfly enunzeruble (c-e.) if and only if there is 
a recursive fmztion f with (ZIffxj 1 x E N} = (W 1 W E M and W kite). M is called 
m&uI if and only if the finite sets in M are canonically enumerable. 
The next defmition deals with the concept of approximating r.e. sets by finite 
sets. A r.e. set A is called approximabik by kite sets in M if and only if for every 
D, g A there exists a D,, E M with D, s DY c A. By Approx(M) we &note the set 
of all r.e. sets A which are approximable by finite sets in M. According to the 
definition any &rite set is in M if and only if it is an element of Approx(M). 
Consider for example the set M = {J 1% E N:J = [O:n]}. Then there exists 
exactly one infinite set approximated by &rite sets in M, namely the set N. We 
get Approx(M) = M U {N}. 
In the following let & denote the set of all finite subsets of N. 
We 6x a set M of r.e. sets. We want to show 6rst that Approx(M) is a subset of 
M, provided that M is canonical and Ind(M) E D2. 
Example. Consider M = {A 1 A r.e. A ((x = c(y :y EA)$ D, GA)}. M includes 
every nonempty r.e. set A whose minimal element is a canonical index for a finite 
set included in A, therefore 
M=(AIAr.e. AW~,~[(~EAA~)<:~=S~~A))=$D,~A]} 
=(Ar.e.I3x(xEA~D,~A~Vy(y~A+y~x))vVn(x$A)). 
With the help of the Tarski-Kuratowski algorithm [9] we get 
hd(M) 
= {i 1 Vx, y [(%I (x E Wr A (y <x +Vm (y $ WY)))=331 (D, G Wg)]} 
={i~v~,y,n3m,I[(xEW;A(y<X~y$w~))~DxrW3} 
aswellas 
Ind(M) = {i 13x, n, 1 Vy, m, k 
[(xEW;AD,GW~A(~EW~+YBX))VW~=~~]}. 
Hence Ind(M) E & f7 D2. 
The finite sets in M are c.e., even recursive since there are algorithms which 
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fk~ any x the cardinal@ of DX and the elements of Dx and decide for any 
x and y whether Dx is contained in Dp or not, hence the charatieristic function 
1, if(y=pz:r~D,)~D~~D, 
x@)={*, o&d s 
l . Theatire there exists recmive fimctionsf and h with f(N) = f’(l) 
{Dttx,Jx~N)=MnE and {Da,~xdV}=~nE, 
a asserting that Approx(M) EM. Consider again the 
minimai element z. By defmition Dz $A, i.e., 
we can state fbr every D, GA containing the 
element in DY and 0, $ D,,, which means DY E I&. 
M has the folbwing properties: 
Ind(E) 6, Ind(M). 
dzen Ind(E) s,,, Ind(@. 
consider a canonical set A4 and a recursive function f enumerating the 
finite sets of 
(i) If Approx(W$W th ere exists an A ~Approx(M)\M such that A is 
in&&e since Approx(M) n E s M. Fii a recursive function g with g(N) =A. 
Defbe 
A”O” = {g(O)), Aqn+') = A'"' U {g(n + 1)) 
and 
p(0) = f (py : 3k (A’O’ G Dfb, s AtkJ)), 
p(n + 1) = f (py : 3k (A(“) U Dpfnj s D,,, s Atk9)). 
“Ihen p in re=sive, Dptn, c_ Dp(m+l) GA for all n, arid 3n(x~D~~~~) iffx~A; 
hen= Urn Dp~,,) = A, De&e by the s,“-theorem a recursive function p(i) to be the 
index of an r.e. set defined by 
Bvg(i)= U Dp(y) = 3tay (ZEWi) {x)~~~~~~(zE~A,YED~~))}. 
If Wi is finite and m = max(y 1 y E H$}, then Wg(i, = Dptm) E M. If Wi is infinite, 
then W,(i, = Un Dptmj = A $ A4. Hence Wi is finite iff B(i) E Ind(M). In conclusion 
Ind(E) ==,,, Ind 
(ii) If M $ Approx(M) there exists an A E M\Approx(M), i.e., there is an 
0, c Dfor, 3 Dytzj $A). By this every finite subset of A 
is an element of a. As in the first part of the proof let 
*) = A’“” U {g(n + 1)). Detie by the sz-theorem a recursive 
function /3(i) to be the index of an r.e. set defined by 
W,,, = u Dx U A@). 
neWi 
If Wi iS infinite, W@(i) = A E M. If l& is finite, we get 0, s W@(i) C_ A where Wptij 
is finite and hence E a. In conclusion Ind(E) s,,, l@. 0 
As an immediate consequence of Letia 1 we get 
Lemma 2. Every cam&al set M has the folbwing properties: 
(i) If IncI(M) E l&, then Approx(M) s M. 
(ii) rf Ind(M) E X2, then M s Approx(M). 
Look at the running example, for which we know Ind(M) E &n & We have 
shown _4pprox(M) c_ M. Now consider A EM with minimal element z so that 
Dz c,A. Now, any D, with {z} U Dz _ cD,,c_A hastobeanelementofMsincez 
is its minimaI element and Dz E D,. To every 0, GA such a DY containing 0, cm 
be found (namely Dx U (z} U D,). Thus A E Approx(M). In conclusion we get 
Approx(M) = M. 
We can now characterize the sets with Ind(M) EC, n II2 as those sets with 
ApprGx(M) = M ami A pprox(@ = fi provided that M and l@ are canonical. 
Lemma 3. If M is canonical and M = Approx(M), then Ind(M) E I&. 
hf. Choose a recursive function f enumerating the canonical indices of the 
titesetsinM.If 
we get 
M = {A 1 r.e. A Vx 3y (D, G A + Dx s D,,, E A)}. 
Thus 
Theorem 4. If M is a set of r.e. sets such that M and I# are canonical, then 
Ind(M) E 2Z2 n & if and only if M = Approx(M) and fi = Approx(&). 
Proof. The only-if-part follows by Lemma 2, while the if-part is an immediate 
consequence of Lemma 3. 0 
If we consider canonical sets M with the property Ind(M) E X2 n n2 and a 
canonical, then we can show with the help of the Rice-Shapiro theorem that 
L={A(Ar.e. n{O}U&cA}. 
Acwm to the definition of M, L GM. It is easily seen that Ind(L) is r.e., or 
e@vahtly I.nd(L) E Xl. 
AsetLofsetsiscalkdabasicopensetifL={Ar.e.~D,~A}forsomeD, 
(seealsop. 357of [q). 
Choose some recursive functions f and h enumerating the canonical 
indkes of the finite sets in M and a. Now we proceed by contradiction su 
that neither A4 nor @ iuchde a basic open set, i.e., for every x, {A r.e 
A}~MandiAr.e.lD,rA}~~. HencewecanfindforeveryD,EMaD,& 
with D,r DY. Qthenvise there is an i&finite r.e. B EI& n Approx( 
amtradiction to Theorem 4. By the same argument there is for every Dr E I@ a 
D, EM with Dp s 0,. The fact that M and & are cauouical even allows us to 
compute for every 0, E M a DY E l@ with 0, s DY using an algorithm computing 
y = pz(D, G Df&. The same holds for D, E i@: If x = pz(DY s Dn& we obtain 
Dp s Ox and Dx E M. Now define a function p by 
P(0) = W Ef PO), 
P(2n + 1) = wPwp(2I) s D,,,h 
Pm + 2) =f W(DpQn+l) s Df(*>))- 
p is reamive. Define A = Un Dpcnp Then A is an infinite r.e. set. By con- 
struction A E Approx(M) n Approx(i@) - a contradiction to Theorem 4. 0 
For every basic open set L; I&(L) EC,. Thus we get the following 
If M and At are canonical and Ind(M) E&n lI& iii08 there is a 
non-emp~ set L compik~ly included in M or in l@ with Ind(L) E C,. 
of index sets 
A set A is X:-complete if A E Zf and VC (C E Zf + C e1 A). II$completeness 
is defined Gnilarly. According to exercise 14-10 in the book of Rogers [9] every 
X:-complete set forms a l-degree which is also an m-degree. Hence we get an 
equivalent definition replacing one-one reducibility (sl) by many-one re- 
ducibility ( sm). 
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Tkorem 6. If M is canonical then the folbwidg statements are equivalent: 
(i) Ind(M) is &complete. 
(ii) Ind(M) E c,\n,. 
(iii) Ind(M) E & and Approx(M) $ M. . 
Pbof. Clearly, (i) implies (ii). 
If Ind(M) E&W& then M ~Approx(M) by Lemma 2(ii) and therefore 
APProX(M) $M ( o th erwise Ind(M) E & by Lemma 3). Thus (ii) * (iii). 
(iii)+(i) follows directly by Lemma l(i). 0 
The topic of the last part of this paper is to present index sets in Xf\@ which 
are not Z&zomplete. To do this we need some preparations. For every set M of 
r.e. sets Ind(M)-= {iIW+M~Vj<i(l4$#/:)} is the set of all minimal 
indices for sets in M. 
The following result is due to M. Blum, probably unpublished. Reference is 
made to it in [7]. 
Lemmrr 7. If M is infinite, then Ind(M),, is immune. 
Roof. According to Theorem 1 in [l] for every recursive function g with infinite 
range there exist i, j such that tj& = @S(i) and i <g(j). Supposing that Ind(M)& is 
not immune we can choose g such that g(N) c Ind(M)&. But then & = @g(i) 
(i.e., K = W& and i <g(j) for some i and j means that g(j) Q Ind(M)& - a 
contradiction. Cl 
Lemma 8. If Ind(M) E c,“\n,“, then 
(i) Ind(M)& E c,“\@, QIzel 
(ii) Ind(M)ti” is immune. 
proof, (i) The fact that Ind(M)ti, E Zf follows directly from the assumption 
Ind(M) E Zf by the Tarski-Kuratowski algorithm [9] since 
i E Ind(M),i, e i E Ind(*M) A Vj c i (R$ # M$) 
where i E Ind(M) E 2; and 
Vj<i(l&#bl$) U VjCi3x((xE~Ax9~)v(xE~I\x$~)) 
which is in C, and hence in Xl by standard Tarski-Kuratowski manipulations. 
Similarly 
i E Ind(M) C+ 3j G i (j E Ind(M),i, A Wi = Wj) 
u. Bmn& 
=y a VX((XE~hXE~)V(X~ 
isinn,andl.te~in~~. 
well, then Ind(M)E@ by the Tar&i--Kuratowski 
hypothesis that Ind(M) E X[\n,8. 
MI must be infinite; otherwise Ind(M),, is finite contradicting 
)min E Sf\n,“. Thus Ind(Mh is immune by Lemma 7. 0 
let Be = {x lx E WXB) and B”= (B’)‘. Furthermore we denote 
BE M} the B-index set of M. In the proof of the following 
we use the fact that IndB(E)=m B” and IndD({e))=,B’. The two 
be proved by replacing in the proofs for Ind(E)=,V’ and 
recur&e functions by the partial B-recursive fmc- 
the proof here. Fmally we defme for every set B, & = {W 1 W r.e. 
the set of all r.e. subsets of B and E& = {W 1 k finite and 
W c_ B} as the set of all linite subsets of B. It is easily verikd that BG&~(&) 
and B srn Ind(E&). 
9. Ind(&) =,B”. 
This is an immediate consequence of the well-known fact that if S is 
Z+mplete, then {i 1 Wi s S} is ~~+,-complete (see e.g. the note after Theorem 
6.3 of [!5l). Cl 
10. Zf OS,,, B”, t&m Iad e,,, B”. 
By the above observation CS,,, B” =m I.ndB(E). Hence there exists a 
recur&e function f with f -‘(IndB(E)) = C. Define by the relativized sr-theorem 
a recu&e fkmction cu(i) as the in&x of the Batcursively enumerable set deline.l 
bY 
show a”‘(IndB(E)) = Ind(&), i.e., Ind(E&) srn IndB(E) =m B” and the 
statement follows immediately. 
If i E Ind(ES& then Wi is finite and Wi E C. Hence f(Wi) is fmite and 
f WI G IndBm i.e., W,B is finite for every x E f (K). Since a finite union of 
finite sets is a finite set, W!& is finite, i.e., cu(i) E IndB(E). 
If i $ Ind(&), then (1) W is infinite or (2) W $ C. Clearly, if W is infinite, 
too, and we get cu(i) $ Ind,(E). In the second case we get 
kce there exists some x E f (N$) such that Wf is infinite, i.e., 
and we get a(i) $ IndB(E) in this case, too. 0 
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Now we shall show that B’=, Ind(&) if C is immune. Observe that SC = F& 
for every immune set C. This fact will be the key to the proof. 
11. Ifcis immune, then B’ =,,, Ind(&). 
proof. We proceed by contradiction. Suppose that there exist an immune set C 
and some B s N such that B’s, Ind(&). We shah show that the assumption 
yields Ind(S=) s-m Ind(FS&. 
Sincei Cs, Ind(&) srn B’, there exist recursive functions f and g with 
f-‘(B’) = C and g-‘(Ind(&)) = B’. With the help of the s~4heorem define a 
recursive function p(i) to be the index of the r.e. set defined by 
4?(i) = l&&f W)* 
We show fl-l(Ind(FSe)) = Ind(&). 
If i E Ind(S’.), then Wi s B’. Hence g(K) c_ I@&), i.e., UxE8~~~ K G C. 
Sin= the union of the Wz is r.e. and C is immune, the union of the W, must be a 
finite set. Thus 
is finite. 
U xEg(R) W, s C implies Wp(i) sf (C). Singe f(C) s B’ we get W,,,E B’ and 
W@(i) is finite. Thus /3(i) E Ind(F&). 
If i $ Ind(S&, then M$ $ B’. Hence g(K) $ Ind(&), i.e., there exists x E g(m) 
such that W, $ C and therefore f (WJ $ B’. Thus Wpci, $ B’, i.e., Ig(i) $ 
Ind(&). 
In summary Ind(S&) ~,Ina(I;s,). Applying Lemmas 9 and 10 yields 
R” =.Tt Ind(&.) srn Ind(FS’) srn B”- a contradiction to the fact that B” and B” 
are incomparable with respect to many-one reducibility. El 
Combining Lemmas 8 and 11 we get 
Theorem 112. 1f Ind(M) E c,“\n,“, then 
(i) Ind(&) E Xf\n,“; and 
(ii) Ind(Sc) is rwt Z$complete, where C = ind(M)&_ 
(i) C is immune and C &\I7; by Lemma 8. Hence Ind(&) = 
Ind(F&) srn B” E Xf by Lemma 10. Furthermore Ind(&) $ JIf since CG, 
Ind(S,) and C $ II;. 
(ii) Follows immediately by Lemma 11 (otherwise (B’)’ zrn Ina(& Cl 
By Theorem 12 we get index sets on every level >l of the arithmetical 
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hierarchy which are not complete on that level. To see this 6x some i; 2 2 and 
lid, where f#@) is the n-th jump of 0 defined as in [9]. Then 
) s Lemma 10, i.e., Ind(M,) E &\I&. Define B = $‘“-2! Then 
Id@&) E if\lIf so that by Theorem 12, {i 1 b& s Ind(M&,J is an index set in 
Z’~W’=&M& which is not X&omplete. Aaxdingly the complement 
u I ws $ rtna(lw,Ll is an index set in I&\& which is not &compleSe. 
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